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7/4/14 25:00 #1302 

7/11/14 25:00 #1303 

7/18/14 25:00 #1304 

7/25/14 25:00 #1305 

8/1/14 25:00 #1306 

8/8/14 25:00 #1307 

8/15/14 25:00 #1308 

8/22/14 25:00 #1309 

8/29/14 25:00 #1310 

9/5/14 25:00 #1311 
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TOPICS 

On this week's .51 %, you'll hear more from the first openly transgender employee of an 
Orthodox Jewish institution. We'll also tell you about a push to rank college response to 
sexual assault. 
And, you'll meet a woman who creates wearable art with a message about America's 
obsession with body image. 
Alas, we're into the thickof it. .. summer that is. For some this means it's a time for 
fishing, froma pier or a boat, on a pond or out at sea. Yet for one woman in a seaside 
community, fishing season is year round as she practices a 2,000-year-old art fonn. 
Then we'lltum to a scientist/author who searches all realms to tackl.e some big 
questions, and it doesn't matter if it's summer, spring, winter or fall. Also on this 
week's 51 %, we'll take a look at a female first for the U.S. Navy. 
A co-author of a report on black women in U.S. politics says the upshot is there is much 
opportunity and much work to be done. On this week's 51 %, we'll also define kitchen 
space south of the border. And then we'll hear from an essayist about the spin on muffin 
tops - outside the kitchen. -
It is now approaching four months since more than 200 school girls were 
kidnapped from theirdormitory in Nigeria. You'll hear about how a Pakastani 
teenager's recent efforts hope to bring back the girls. Also on this week's 5 l %, 
we then w'e tum to a woman who shares what it was like to have her husband 
leave her shortly after she was diagnosed with cancer. It's raw, which is also,the 
title of her memoir. · 
On this week's 51 %, we' 11 explore gaps -- the pay gap between men and women. 
And the confidence gap, between men and·women, as you'll hear from two best-

selling authors as they talk about their book The Confidence Code: The Science 
and Art of Self-Assurance---What Women Should Know. Also on this week's 
51 %, a gap in faith followed by faith in a gap. 
On this week's 51 %, we'll hear from a leading expert about how the 
environment is impacting women's health. And we'll return to a different 
environment, in which a discussion about the confidence gap between men and 
women takes place. It's part two of an interv.iew with the best-selling authors of 
their book The Confidence Code: The Science and Art o/Self-Assurance;;--What 
Women Should Know. 
On this \\'.,eek' s 51 %, we' 11 hear about how a program for girls learning about 
science and technology is faring. Then, we'll return to a forum on women's 
health and the environment. Plus, who is doing a better job ofrecycling a certain 
product?, 
On this week's 51 %, we'll hear from Ken Burns on his soon-to-be-aired 
documentary about th~ Roosevelts. On Eleanor Roosevelt. Then, a documentary 
currently in production on the Lost Girls of S.udan. And moving from screen to 
sound, we'll hear from an audio engineer with a mission. 
On this week's 51 %, we' re going to talk about it - suicide. First, we turn to an 

' ' 

author who explores s.ome philosophies against suicide. Then we hear from a 
researcher who is trying.to get to the heart of why Latina teenage girls attempt 
suicide more than any other adolescent group. • 
On this week's 51 %, we turn to a woman who talks about her unstill life and 
what it was like to have a father who worked among art and artists during the 
heyday of Abstract Expressionism. Then we hear.about a coI).ference on women 
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and power that for the first time will include men. 
On this week's 51 %, it's back to school. First we'll hear from an engineer and 
author who says changing the way we learn could help attract girls and women to 
math and science. And it takes more thanjust following one's passion. 
Then we head to Germany to meet a woman who is providing education about 
the plight of Afghan women and cqildren, and is on a mission to help, plus, a few 
professors and their robot want to wage war on ticks. 
On this week's 51 %, we learn about a new transgender policy at an all-female 
college; Then we turn to a study on coming out to adult children. Plus, we'll hear 
from an author whose fictional works explore real-life themes about teenage 
girls. 
On this week's 51 %, we'll hear from actress Swoosie Kurtz about her memoir, 
and her relationship with her mother. Then we turn to a relationship of an 
entirely different sort. And a high school student aspires to a better relationship 
with her sister. 
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Show# Topic 
#1205 Alan Chartock, Albany Times Union Editor Rex Smith, and 

Poughkeepsie Journal Executive Editor Stu Shinske. On this week's 
show they talk about a Pew poll that finds Americans are tuning out 
news on Iraq, the AP will use robots to write some business copy, 
non-profit journalism becoming a new model, and ml:!,ch more. 

#1206 Alan Chartock, Daily Freeman Publisher Emeritus Ira Fusfeld, 
and Daily Gazette Editor Judy Patrick. On this week's show they talk . 
about whether newspapers are dying, how New York media outlets 
adapted after Hurricane Sandy, a sleeping Yankees fan sues ESPN 
and MLB, and much more. 

#1207 With W AM C's Alan Chartock, Albany Times Union Editor Rex 
Smith, andPoughkeepsie Journal Executive Editor Stu Shinske. On 
this week's show they talk about Rupert Murdoch's attempt to buy 
Time. Warner, journalists are stenographers when it comes to a study 
of political debate coverage, journalistic "balance" and much more. 

#1208 With W AM C's Alan Chartock, Albany Times Union Editor Rex 
Smith, and Daily Gazette Editor Judy Patrick. On this week's show 
they talk about the New York Times expose on Governor Cuomo's 
alleged tampering with the Moreland Act Commission to deal with ' 
public corruption, The White House criticizes the Washington Post'sW:'t 
use of.anonymous sources, The BBC acknowledges it needs to hire 
more women, and much more. 

#1209 With W AMC's Alan Chartock, Albany Times Union Editor Rex 
Smith, and Poughkeepsie Journal Executive Editor Stu Shinske. On 
this week's show they talk about further developments in the New 
York Times expose on Governor Cuomo's alleged tampering with the 
Moreland Act Commission to deal with public corruption, are citizen 
journalists replacing professional journalists, Jesse Ventura wins a 
defamation lawsuit, and much more. 

#1210 Daily Freeman publisher emeritus Ira Fusfeld, Albany Times 
Union Editor Rex Smith, and Daily Gazette editor Judy Patrick 
discuss scandal reporting and on-air conflicts of interest. 

#1211 With Albany Times Union Editor Rex Smith, Daily Gazette Editor· 
Judy Patrick, and College of St. Rose Professor Paul Conti. On this 
week's show they talk about covering the situation in Ferguson, 
Governor Cuomo's trip to Israel and how newsworthy it really was, 
and much more. 

#1212 With W AMC's Alan Chartock, Daily Freeman Publisher Emeritus Ira 
Fusfeld, and Investigative Journalist and SUNY Albany Professor 
Rosemary Armao. On this week's show they talk about covering the 
beheading of U.S. journalist James Foley, the continuing situation in 
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Ferguson and the media's role, Don Pardo dies at 96, and much more. 
With W AMC's Alan Chartock, Albany Times Union Editor Rex 
Smith, and Poughkeepsie Journal Executive Editor Stu Shinske. On 
this week's show they talk about the importance or non importance of 
newspaper endorsements, some journalist decide not to live tweet 
during Michael Brown's funeral, layoffs at CNN, and much more. 
With W AMC's Alan Chartock, Daily Freeman Publisher Emeritus Ira 
Fusfeld, and Investigative Journalist and SUNY Albany Professor 
Rosemary Armao. On this week's show they talk about whether we 
need more women in news anchor positions, what rights to journalists 
have for access to politicians, sports figures, and others in their 
reporting, and much more. 
With W AMC's Alan Chartock, Albany Times Union Editor Rex 
Smith, and Daily Freeman Publisher Emeritus Ira Fusfeld. On this 
week'& show they talk about competing editorials, Ray Rice and 
celebrity websites like TMZ breaking news, should journalists pay for 
news, and much more. 
With W AMC's Alan Chartock, Albany Times Union Associate Editor 
Mike Spain, and University at Albany Professor and Investigative 
Journalist Rosemary Armao. On this week's show they talk about a 
journalist's admission that she was tasked with tweeting from a 
funeral, the ethical issue surrounding asking a source about how they · 
feel after the death of a loved one, the Reporters Committee will start 
suing people to help journalists, and much more. 
With W AMC's Alan Chartock, Albany Times Union Editor Rex 
Smith, and University at Albany Professor and Investigative Journalist 
Rosemary Armao. On this week's show they talk about whether police 
should wear cameras and if that constitutes a public record, 
plagiarism, investments in journalism, and much more. 
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25:00 #1241 Thinkabout'the presidency of Franklin Delano Roosevelt. He took office in the depths 
of the great depression and guided the country through the last days of World War II. 
But while FDR's first hundred days may be the most celebrated period of his 

presidency, the 18 months before the attackon Pearl Harbor proved the most critical. 
Today on the Best Of Our Knowledge, we'll celebrate Independence Day with a trip 
back to history class ... and learn about the most important days of FDR. 
We'll also spend an academic minute understanding history by using math. 

25:00 #1242 One in three American young people will be arrested before the age of 23, and many 
will spend time in institutions that used to be called "reform schools" or "rehabilitation 
camps" ... but can really only be described as prisons. 
Today on the Best Of Our Knowledge, we'll talk to the author of an extensive study of 
the juvenile justice system and learn just what is happening to children behind bars. 
We'll also•spend an academic minute looking at the health care people get while in jail. 

25:00 #.1243 When it comes to learning all there is to know about Earth oceans, we've only scratched 
the surface ... or waded in knee deep if you want an ocean metaphor-. But when it comes 
to educating people about the waves of new information being learn about the 
sea ... there is no Jacques Cousteau of the new millennium to spread the word. Today on 
the Best Of Our Knowledge, we'll talk about the challenge of bringing the ocean into 
the classroQm. Then we'll talk about patents ... not so much how to get one but figuring 
out just what you can and .cannot get one for. And we'll spend an academic minute 
measuring musical ability. 

25:00 #1244 When you fill out a form for a loan or a job application and you get to the part about 
education, there's that choice right between "co1lege degree" and "high school diploma" 
that says "some college". Apparently, a whole lot of people check that box .... and one 
state is trying to get those people back .on track to a degree. Today on the Best Of Our 
Knowledge, we'll learn about a program called "Complete Florida". 
Then we'll hear about student in the northeast struggling with tougher graduation 
requirements. And we'll spend an academic minute finding out if your goals are making 
you depressed. 

25:00 #1245 Unlocking to human genome was a tremendous accomplishment ... and it really didn't 
happen thatlong ago. Scientists can now map your unique genetic fingerprint, so to 
speak ... paving the way for personalized health care ... and perhaps high tech identity 
theft. Today on the Best Of Our Knowledge, we'll hear about the challenges of 
maintaining privacy in the. information age. 
Then we'll hear about students going beyond the borders of their own country to find a 
college or university. And we'll spend an academic minute .with a look at the struggle 
between eco-tourism and industry. 

25:00 #1246 Prisons in the US are booming. We incarcerate a greater percentage of our population 
than any other nation in the world. And a lot of those inmates are growing older and 
sicker behin~ bars. Today on the Best Of Our Knowledge, we'll hear about a program 
where prison inmates are being taught to care for their own. 
Then we'll hear about a special day in India set aside to celebrate teachers, find out 
aboutthe long road back from a traumatic brain injury ... and spend an academic minute 
learning about medical dev.ices that are a smooth as silk. 

25:00 #1247 In April of 2010, a deadly explosion on the Deepwater Horizon Oil rig in the Gulf of 
Mexico caused what has become known as the BP Oil Spill. The spill pumpeQ millions 
of barrels of oil into the Gµlf and started amazing amounts of litigation that have no end 
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in sight. A consortium of universities in Gulf Coast states is working on what to do 
about the ecological state of the Gulf now, and when the money from fines is finally 
collected. 
Today on the Best Of Our Knowledge, we'll get a report on the state of the gulf and the 
litigation four years after the spill. 
We'll also,hear about better grades through oysters ... no, we don't mean eating them. 
And we'll spend an academic minute with declining leatherback turtle populations. 
One of the prime targets for bullies in school are the new kids, the ones with no friends 
just trying to find their way around the building. 
And there's one type of family who move so much they are almost always the new 

. kinds: military families. Now, a former military brat and her mom have written a 
children's book to help show these kids how to cope in school. 
Today on the Best Of Our Knowledge, we'll talk to the authors of the book Military 
Bratz. 
We'll also hear about a project that combines songwriting and language to bring 
students from all over the world together. 
And we'll spend an academic minute with the interesting language people use in on line 
restaurant reviews. 
Expanding access to preschool and early learning has been a priority for educators and 
policy makers recently, and with good reason. Research has shown that the earlier 
students are exposed to a group learning experience the better they do later in their 
education. Now, the feds are offering states money to step up their game. 
Today on the Best Of Our Knowledge, we'll hear about a new, Race To the Top like 
competition among state for early learning grants. 
We'll also spend an academic; minute hearing about videos that claim to do the same 
thing for your child ... give them a head start on learning. 
If someone tells you they are a science teacher ... think about it, that really doesn't 
narrow it down a lot. Earth science, chemistry, biology, astronomy, physics ... these are 
all taught by science teachers. But it takes a special person to teach ocean science when 
there isn't an ocean for hundreds of miles. 
Today on the Best Of Our Knowledge, we'll hear the story of an ocean science teacher 
in a land locked state. 
We'll also talk about students being prescribed a lot of meds for various issues ... and 
spend an academic minute breeding success. 
The Friday and Saturday night lights have started around the country ... another football 
season is underway and students of all ages from Pee Wee to Division One are doing 
their best to be their best on the field. But for athletes of any age or experience level, 
that sometimes means taking performance enhancing drugs. 
Today on the Best Of Our Knowledge, we'll feature two unique points of view on 
testing for PEDs. One who says the system is working ... the other who says scrap it and 
let them eat steroids. 
Think back with me now ... when was the last time you opened an encyclopedia ... and 
no, Wikipedia doesn't count. Well there is a fairly new one out that could just save your 
life ... or not. It seems like you can't listen to the news at all without finding something 
else that will eventually kill you. Sunshine, artificial sweeteners, natural 
sweeteners ... there's no escaping it; they are all gunning for you. And according to this 
book .. .it's even worse than we thought. Today on the Best Of Our Knowledge, a 
conversation with an author of The Encyclopedia Paranoiaca. 
For a political science professor, following the recent vote on Scottish independence 
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was the Olympics and World Cup rolled into one. 
And when you start a conversation on the topic ... it's likely the subject will drift a bit. 
Today on the Best Of Our Knowledge, we'll talk to a professor of political science to 
learn the history and the teachable moments from the vote in Scotland. 
We '11 also spend an academic minute with a refreshing walk in the park. 


